Hello, once again, my name is Elizabeth Rechtien and I am a Senior studying History and
Secondary Education. I currently serve as the Intern for Fall Orientation, as well as a few other
top leadership positions on campus – including President of our Dance Marathon Organization
and a student intern during the school year in the Center of Leadership and Community
Engagement, which you’ll hear most students refer to as the LACE Center. But I certainly didn’t
start out with all of these large positions and major roles. Just three years ago, I was sitting in
those seats just like all of you. I was shy, I was nervous, and so unsure about anything and
everything related to college. I never would have imagined that my life would turn out the way it
has.
Looking back, one of the most defining moments of my time here at Fontbonne was
honestly my Freshman Orientation. My WING Leaders were amazing, and many of my closest
friends today were also members of my WING team. The reason I admired my team leaders is
because they were so welcoming, so helpful, and completely unafraid to be their true selves. I
could tell that they were being genuine when they talked about how much they loved Fontbonne
and the programs they were involved in. Their spirit inspired me to want to be involved right
away. Both of my WING Leaders were involved in Dance Marathon, which was a new
organization my Freshman year. I took dance lessons my entire childhood and absolutely love to
dance, so naturally I was drawn to an organization with “Dance” in its name. I went to their first
event during Welcome Week, learned about the organization’s mission, and got to know more
members of the Executive Team. I was then asked to be the Morale Captain for the year, which
is a position they were looking to add to the executive team. I accepted and officially became
part of the organization. From that moment on, I was hooked on all things leadership and student
activities at Fontbonne. I saw the power in our campus community coming together to have fun,
energize campus life, engage diverse groups of students, and – with Dance Marathon specifically
– give back to the 2 children’s hospitals in St. Louis through our fundraising efforts.
Fast forward to second semester of freshman year, and recruitment for the next year’s
WING Leaders had begun. Having admired my WING leaders so much, I definitely wanted to
carry on that legacy and help the new freshman in the same way my leaders helped me. I had
learned more about myself as a leader through workshops, personality inventories, and obviously
my involvement with Dance Marathon. The skills I learned and the connections I made that first
semester helped me earn a spot on the WING team for the upcoming year, which turned out to be
another great experience during which I grew as a leader and remained involved on campus.

That leads to Sophomore year, where I was offered the position as a student intern in the
LACE center working directly under Joel, which opened up even more chances for me to
network with other departments on campus and different faculty and staff members. I also got
connected to other student organizations and helped prepare campus-wide events like
Homecoming Weekend, our Summit on Activism, Inclusion, and Leadership, and the Disney
Leadership Institute – which you’ll learn more about when Taylor shares her story with you.
Last year as a Junior, I continued to stay heavily involved with a number of
organizations, such as the Activities Board, Omicron Delta Kappa, the TELOS Honors Program,
Dance Marathon, and WING. There have certainly been challenges along the way, but each one
has also been such a valuable learning experience – and I am proud to say that I’m a better
leader, a better student, and a better person because of them.
Now, if I were to include every single thing I’ve done during the past 3 years, it would probably
take a significant amount of time, and I want to make sure these other students get to share their
stories with all of you as well. If you want to hear more about me, come find me later tonight or
anytime throughout the school year and I’m happy to chat. As someone who got involved as
soon as possible my Freshman Year, I highly recommend you all do the same. Hopefully by
now, you’ve heard about maybe one or two organizations that sound interesting to you. So check
them out! Ask your WING leaders for their advice and opinions. Try to find that organization’s
social media page or keep an eye out for their flyers when we return back to campus. Go to their
first event of the year and connect with members of their Executive Team. Push yourself and be
open to the new opportunities – I promise you will not regret it. Who knows – 3 years from now,
it could be you standing here sharing your leadership story with the new freshman class.
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A Necessary Wake-Up Call
During my second semester of Freshman Year, I took the Special Topics course entitled
Ferguson: Contexts & Consequences. The course was being taught by one of my favorite
professors, and the August 2014 events in Ferguson had always really intrigued me. I remember
following along with the local news and social media platforms after news of Michael Brown’s
death and the subsequent protests in Ferguson. There were some nights where I was glued to
the television screen while frantically refreshing my Twitter feed just to get the latest update.
When I heard about this entire college course focused on these events, I knew I had to seize
this unique and rare learning opportunity.
I have a confession to make. My childhood was definitely sheltered in terms of cultural
exposure. My “bubble” was white and upper-middle class. And without a doubt, I was (and still
am) privileged. I attended private grade school and high school. All of my classmates, teachers,
and friends were white. During my time at Cor Jesu, there were only three students of color in
the entire school. Not a single one was in my graduating class of 162 students.
Despite this lack of exposure to diversity, I still felt like I had a decent understanding of
racism. I knew what discrimination was, and I knew that it was wrong. I was aware of racial
stereotyping and why it is offensive. I was not blind to the fact that many opportunities in my
life were available to me because I came from a white, nuclear family that was financially
stable. I had been taught about the Delmar Divide and to “avoid the state streets” if I was
driving in the city. I was made aware of the differences that existed between areas in St. Louis
that are predominantly African American compared to those that are not. Having been exposed
to this information had convinced me that I knew all about race in American society.
After day one of the Ferguson class, I walked out the door and immediately thought to
myself – Holy [curse word], I’m an idiot! I had no idea! Why had no one told me I was
wrong!?!?! Why am I just now learning these things!?!?!
All we had done during that first class period was go over the syllabus and briefly discuss
what comes to mind when we hear the name “Ferguson”, but it was enough of a conversation
and review of the semester to transform my worldview. It had shocked me to my core. I
realized that I actually knew nothing – or perhaps what I did know was not completely true –
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about diversity, African American history, racism, stereotypes, and the plethora of racial issues
plaguing my beloved city of St. Louis.
As the semester progressed, the Ferguson class became my absolute favorite course.
Every class provided new opportunities to learn about systemic and institutional racism in
housing, employment, the justice system, and more. I listened to the experience of my
classmates who grew up in Ferguson or areas similar to it, asked difficult questions, and
broadened my understanding of the African American experience. In the process, I became
aware of my own implicit biases, which was difficult to admit and accept. I had never
considered myself to be racist – and I certainly never intend to be – but I was definitely made
aware of situations in which my words or actions were harmful and hurtful towards people who
are different than me.
The discussions we had in class were so insightful and impactful. Our class became a
community of learners who were eager to debate and discuss. The problem we ran into was
not knowing what to do when the class ended. How do we take the wealth of knowledge we
have gained and do something worthwhile with it? What can we do to help our city right now?
How do we prevent this from happening in the future? Many of us asked if the course could
become a requirement for all students at Fontbonne. The majority of the students in it were
History, English, or Communication majors, but the content we covered and the conversations
we had are valuable to anyone. It was a class about society, government institutions, real-life
situations, and learning how to value people who are different than you. Since it cannot be a
required course, we thought about doing service work, hosting informational sessions on
campus about topics we discussed in class, or collaborating with the Black Student Union on
some kind of event or campus-wide initiative. As the end of the semester rolled around, we
never settled on what we were going to do. A lot of the students were graduating, and some
had taken the course because it sounded the most interesting out of their options for another
elective credit. So, our class-wide motivation pretty much disappeared.
I was disappointed that we were unable to decide on a project that would involve the
entire class. However, I made a commitment to myself that I would always carry the lessons
from this course with me. In many courses since the Ferguson class, the topic of race has come
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up and I have been able to apply my knowledge from Ferguson to these other courses. To be
honest, ever since the Ferguson class, I have had an overwhelming interest in African American
history. It is a vital part of the American story, and people do not give it as much recognition,
acknowledgement, and appreciation as it deserves. There are so many layers to African
American history, and the more you start to dig through those layers, the more complicated
and interesting the story becomes. I highlighted this through my Senior Capstone this year. My
research was on Motown and the city of Detroit, which is the perfect microcosm of racial
progress and discrimination in the United States.
In addition to utilizing my knowledge from the Ferguson class in other courses, I also
took the lessons into consideration with my day-to-day interactions and involvement on
campus. Since Fontbonne is a predominantly white institution, there have been times were
tensions have increased due to racial issues among students. I can name a number of instances
since the Ferguson class where I have caught myself making comments or passing judgment on
fellow students in ways that most certainly are hurtful. I am not perfect, and I am still learning
about all of the ways in which my words and actions can come across as offensive. However, I
have made a commitment to continue educating myself on these issues. I have to be willing to
do my own research, ask questions, and apologize for my lack of understanding in order to
continue growing and learning.
Race is a difficult topic to handle and talk about. I thought I was prepared for the
content of the Ferguson class, but I was completely wrong in that assumption. That class
completely transformed my worldview. It exposed me to the harsh reality of life in the United
States for people of color. It taught me the importance of acceptance, diversity, cultural
expression, and the shared human experience. I have tried to carry these lessons with me
during my time at Fontbonne, and I will not stop after graduation. It is knowledge that will give
me power in the world if I know how and when to use it in the right ways.
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Paper 1: Racism
August 9th, 2014 could have been just like any other summer day in the city of St. Louis.
However, in the split-second it took Officer Darren Wilson to pull the trigger of his gun and
fatally shoot 18-year-old Michael Brown, it became a day that will always be remembered. The
protests that erupted thereafter significantly changed the course of racial history in our nation.
For most white people, this was an eye-opening time. The majority had little to no
awareness of the racial inequalities plaguing our nation. They had never witnessed such mass
protest, violence, and vandalism. Most had never heard the words “Black Lives Matter” nor
possessed any knowledge of its call to action and “intervention in a world where Black lives are
systematically and intentionally targeted for demise” (Garza). In contrast, almost every member
of the black community in St. Louis and across the nation had experienced the effects of racial
inequalities at one time or another. The unrest that followed Michael Brown’s death was not as
shocking to them. They had seen the tension building up for years, stemming both from
individual instances of racism and the racial inequalities that run rampant within the institutions
and structures of society.
Racism, especially on an individual level, encompasses a variety of meanings, emotions,
beliefs, decisions, and social interactions. Being racist means showing preference for one race
over another. It also involves the unequal and lesser treatment of a population group based solely
on their race. Individual racism can vary in terms of severity, but it is a frequent occurrence
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nonetheless. Sometimes, racism on an individual level occurs without conscious awareness. This
mindset, which is known as implicit bias, can greatly impact how a white person treats a person
of color. Whether intentional or not, racially implicit bias can result in wrongful association
based on a preconceived notion about a person of a particular race. As explained in Ferguson’s
Fault Lines, “the automatic association of “blacks” with “criminal” may cause people to interpret
ambiguous behaviors by a black citizen as more criminal than identical behavior by a white
citizen” (19). Implicit biases held amongst most members of society directly causes suspicion
cascades, which is another aspect of individual racism. Described by Richardson and Goff as
“multiple waves of decision-making errors that can warp perceptions,” suspicion cascades are
essentially racist outcomes despite non-racist intent. In other words, just because one person
might not intend for their words or actions to be racist, they could still affect the racial structure
of society. When a bunch of people who have implicit biases toward one racial group make
decisions regarding race, their words and actions build up and influence society in a variety of
ways. Implicit bias causes people to suspect a black person is more criminal than a white person,
so that mindset and attitude towards black people cascades into society and negatively affects a
number of structural institutions. Many implicit biases and suspicion cascades are rooted in
stereotypes and societal expectations that have been predetermined for people of color. The mere
awareness of a racial stereotype can influence someone’s perception or attitude, thus negatively
affecting their implicit bias. Since stereotypes can have such a tremendous impact on one’s
actions, one may attempt to avoid classifying certain groups of people based on racial
stereotypes. However, per the concept of stereotype threat, by attempting not to perceive
someone in terms of their racial stereotype, one ends up confirming said stereotype anyways. As
with a self-fulfilling prophecy, fear of being racist causes people to behave in a more racist way.
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As concern over being seen as prejudiced increases, more reliance is placed upon stereotypes;
implicit biases are triggered, which causes suspicion that cascades down into society and affects
institutions. While individual acts of racism appear harmless and minimally impactful, they are
actually quite detrimental to the racial structure of society.
Underneath the realm of individual racism lies institutional racism, which encompasses
the racial inequalities present in the institutions that form society. These inequalities have existed
for hundreds, perhaps thousands, of years. Black people know the effects of them all too well.
Education, healthcare, housing, poverty, workforce, criminal justice, and many more institutions
in society have a history of racial inequality. Loads of data and evidence has been collected to
prove that these inequalities exist. As Tim Wise pointed out in Colorblind, “job applicants with
“white-sounding names” are about 50 percent more likely to be called back for a job interview
than applicants with “black-sounding” names, even when their qualifications are
indistinguishable” (88). This inequality stems from a stereotype and implicit bias that black
people are less intelligent, and therefore less qualified, than white people. When discussing
education, Wise also describes that “students of color are half as likely as white students to be
taught by the most experienced and qualified teachers, and twice as likely to be taught by the
least experienced and least qualified teachers” (103). Many white teachers associate black
students with mental handicaps, low intelligence, and behavioral issues simply due to
stereotypical views held by the majority of the members of society. These prejudices are the
result of implicit biases. Unfortunately, when black students are not given the same opportunities
as white students in terms of education, it negatively affects other areas of their lives. They are
less likely to get a quality job. Therefore, they do not have sufficient access to healthcare. They
must live in poorer communities, which exposes them to a higher incidence of crime. Black
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people are caught in a vicious cycle of institutional racism that all stems from individual racism
that has built up over time and cascaded into the depths of society. Institutional racism is
essentially the real-world application of behaviors associated with individual racism. Implicit
bias has influenced the individual decisions people make regarding the treatment of black people.
This treatment has thus been reflected in the institutions of society. For example, in the
healthcare industry, implicit biases held by doctors can influence the way they treat a black
patient versus a white patient. When enough doctors act in a similar way towards patients of
color, there is bound to be significant ramifications in the industry as a whole. Understanding the
relationship between individual and institutional racism is the key to understanding how racial
inequalities have infected society and will continue to do so unless serious reform takes place.
The fight for racial inequality has culminated in Black Lives Matter, a movement that is
sweeping the nation. Started by Alicia Garza, Patrisse Cullors, and Opal Tometi “in response to
the anti-Black racism that permeates our society,” Black Lives Matter has become so much more
than its original intent. It has become the cry of a nation afflicted by racial inequality. It has
become the slogan for the black community amidst recent police shootings and brutality. It has
become a message of hope and salvation for people of color. Black Lives Matter recognizes that
both individual and institutional racism exists. Additionally, it calls on people, both black and
white, to work together to fix racism by eliminating implicit biases and stereotype threats. It
raises awareness of the issues at hand and gives black people a platform upon which their voices
can be heard. In his book, Nobody, Marc Lamont Hill describes black people as disposable and
vulnerable; Stokely Carmichael states that they are powerless. Individual racism, which is carried
out on a grander scale in societal institutions, has created this mindset that black people are
somehow worth less or deserve less than white people. Black Lives Matter seeks to end these
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inequalities so that all black people can be liberated from the implicit biases that hold them back.
The Black Lives Matter movement receives a lot of criticism, and most of it eventually ties back
to the idea that all lives matter. While this statement is true, responding to Black Lives Matter
with All Lives Matter is classified as a stereotype threat. In attempts to show no preference for a
certain race, people respond with All Lives Matter. However, in doing so, their behavior
becomes racist because they fail to acknowledge the historical context, legacy, and validity of
Black Lives Matter. Ironically, it discriminates against a certain group of people based on their
race, which is exactly what Black Lives Matter seeks to end. Black Lives Matter calls on people
to stand together in solidarity to lift up black lives and confirm that they matter to humanity just
as much as everyone else’s lives.
Modern discussions of race mainly focus on current events, but they are all rooted in the
historical context of institutional racism. Due to their lack of awareness and knowledge, most
white people believed that Ferguson had nothing to do with race. However, for black people,
Ferguson had everything to do with race. It was the climax of a lifelong struggle for racial
equality that, unfortunately, is not over. While many people consider society to be in a postracial state, there is much progress yet to be made. Institutional and individual racism both still
exist. They plague our nation. Black people experience the repercussions of them each day. We
dream of living in a colorblind world in which everyone is treated equally regardless of their skin
color. Unfortunately, due to the racism that still exists in society and on an individual level, this
dream may never become reality. It is so difficult to find the balance between not showing
preference towards a certain race, while still recognizing and respecting that people of different
races have different experiences. Being colorblind completely ignores the fact that black people
have gone through way more struggles than white people. They must fight against implicit bias,
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stereotype threats, and suspicion cascades. White people will never experience that firsthand. It
is true that all lives matter, but black lives matter, too. In fact, they matter just as much as white
lives. Once society recognizes that racial inequalities exist and accepts that equality is the desired
outcome, real progress and change can be made.
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Getting My WINGs
When I walked into the gym for the start of freshman orientation, I had no idea what
orientation weekend – and honestly the next four years – would hold. I was very anxious, but
also excited to be starting a new chapter in life. I sat near my WING Leaders, Jordan and Rachel,
and fellow team members, and that’s when the transformation began.
When we went to our first team meeting, I barely spoke. I took in my surroundings and
listened to everyone else engage in conversation. I tried to speak up to challenge my
introverted tendencies and calm my nerves, but I’ll admit that I was not the most successful at
this. What stood out to me most was how confident Jordan and Rachel were. It was obvious
that they were being authentic. They were not faking excitement about orientation or their love
of Fontbonne. They were their true and honest selves – and everyone accepted them for that.
When I came to this realization, my fear washed away. I was no longer afraid to be myself and
show everyone my true personality. People would accept me; I was sure of it.
As orientation weekend progressed, I continued to meet more students and form what
have become life-long friendships. I walked away from those three days feeling like a
completely different person. I felt empowered and accomplished. I had a newfound sense of
confidence going into what had seemed like such a scary adventure only a few days prior. Most
importantly, I was determined to always be myself and accept others for their uniqueness as
freshman year carried on. I had also made the decision that I was going to apply to be a WING
Leader for the following year. I wanted the freshman classes after me to have the same
transformative experience I had during Orientation – and I wanted to be the one to give them
that.
When I was awarded a position on the WING 2018 team, I was honestly shocked. My
first semester at Fontbonne had taught me a lot about myself as a person, a student, and a
leader on campus. However, I still had moments of self-doubt, especially with regards to being
an orientation leader. I can’t do this. I’m not qualified. I don’t have enough experience as a
college student. I’m an amateur leader – at best! What if the Freshman don’t like me? What if I
can’t make their experience as great as mine was? What was I thinking?!?! These doubts
circulated in my head over and over throughout training. However, I continued to challenge
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myself past these doubts. I kept in mind how impactful my orientation experience had been
and my overwhelming desire to give that to the incoming students. I was on this team for a
reason. The Pro Team saw potential in me – even though I did not see it in myself. My partner
for the year was also very supportive and reassuring. I learned a lot from his experience and by
watching him interact with the other leaders and our team of freshman students. My first year
as a WING leader certainly had its challenges, but the positive outcomes certainly outweigh all
of those. When orientation week ended, I could not wait for applications to open for next year’s
team.
During my second year on the WING team, I was definitely more confident. I was now
the one who had expertise to offer. I knew how much work it involved. I was prepared for the
emotional rollercoaster ahead. I continued to step up during activities and team meetings to
develop my own leadership skills and also lend advice to my fellow WING leaders. I came to
cherish these opportunities where leadership growth could be mutually beneficial to both me
and my teammates.
For my final year of involvement with WING, I took the initiative to join the Pro Team.
Rather than leading a team of freshman, I wanted to supervise our team of WING leaders. I
wanted to work behind the scenes to plan training sessions, team outings, group activities, and
the logistics for the entire weekend. I was confident in my abilities to lead the freshman
students, and I wanted to use that experience to better the orientation program as a whole. I
was able to collaborate with faculty and staff members from different departments on campus,
which fostered professional growth that I believe will serve me well post-graduation. I had to
handle situations that required some strong disciplinary measures to be taken and some
serious and confidential conversations. I was not prepared for those challenges when I applied
for the Pro Team position, but I am thankful for the lessons I learned. The mental and
emotional impact of the stress associated with those situations – and the responsibility that
comes with being on the Pro Team in general – was a lot to handle in the moment. However, I
believe the reality of those situations and learning to cope with the stress has prepared me for
situations that I may encounter in my future career as a teacher.
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All in all, being a WING leader has been the most valuable leadership experience from
my time at Fontbonne. I was a completely different person when I walked through the gym
doors on my first day as a freshman. I was completely unaware of the journey I would be taken
on through the program of WING. In some ways, I find it hard to even remember who that
person was. I cannot believe I was ever in that mindset of fear, anxiety, and shyness. Thanks to
WING, I learned why it is important to be vulnerable and authentic. I learned how to stand up
for myself, my values, and my friends. I learned how to communicate and work on a team. I
learned how to support and encourage others as they pave their own leadership path at
Fontbonne. I became more confident with each experience, and I was able to use that to help
others recognize their own potential for greatness within our program. My experience as a
freshman in WING changed my life, and my role as a WING leader became part of my identity
on campus. There is no doubt in my mind that the skills I learned – and especially the memories
I made – will remain with me forever. They will continue to inform my decisions and choices in
my life after graduation.

Exploration

An Applied Mathematics Minor, Because Why Not?
During my senior year of high school, my AP Statistics teacher always used to joke that
someday, I was going to come back and steal her job. I would laugh along, especially because
she and I both knew that my dream was to be a history teacher.
When I came to Fontbonne and began my education courses, her comments about me
being a math teacher never went away. I had already been told that I needed to make myself
stand out as a social studies teacher. Otherwise, I was going to be beaten out for jobs by the
men who coach basketball and football. There’s an entirely different reflection and essay on
that gender inequality problem – and I’ll save that story for another time.
With these comments about math circling in my head, I had some decisions to make.
Maybe my teacher was right. Maybe I would be a good math teacher! But I love history, and I
don’t want to give that up! Can I do both? Does that even make sense? Should I care that it
doesn’t make sense? It would make me stand out in a large pool of applicants, and that is
definitely a good thing!
I decided to meet with my academic advisor to see if doing certification in both math
and history would even be possible. Unless I wanted to be at Fontbonne for six or more years as
an undergraduate, the answer was no. And as much as I love it at Fontbonne, I was determined
to be in and out in four years.
My advisor did have one suggestion: an Applied Mathematics Minor. With the way
Missouri teaching certification works, I don’t actually need a degree in math to teach it. All I
need to do is pass the Missouri Certification Assessment (MOCA) for Secondary Mathematics. I
am pretty confident in my math skills, and the course requirements for a minor in Applied
Mathematics cover the basics of algebra, geometry, statistics, and calculus. I would not be
teaching anything more rigorous than those courses at the secondary level anyways, so it
seemed like a perfect plan!
I took a number of math courses during my freshman, sophomore, and junior years at
Fontbonne. I even did ten hours of observation in math classrooms at Clayton High School. I
absolutely loved that experience and gained a lot of valuable knowledge from the teachers I
observed. However, when senior year rolled around and it came time to verify that I would be
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meeting all of my course requirements to graduate in May 2020, I had an unfortunate
realization. Due to scheduling conflicts, there was no way I would be able to complete my
minor. It was going to require multiple summer courses, independent studies, or alternating
between two courses that were being held at the same time. I was heartbroken.
I love math. It comes naturally to me. It involves deductive reasoning, and step-by-step
problem solving. While most people think that math and science are a pair that is separate from
English and social studies, I was able to connect social studies and math together. They are an
unlikely pair upon first examination but are actually two core subjects that can result in some
interesting interdisciplinary conversations and studies. Chronology is essential to history.
Statistics matter to the study of change over time. Investing and budgeting on an individual,
local, national, and global level are important to a number of time periods and eras in history.
The overarching practices of reasoning and problem-solving commonly found in math are
echoed when doing historical research and analysis.
As I am currently in the process of seeking employment, I have had more than a few
moments where I regret dropping the minor. It feels like I had to give up on my dream, and an
opportunity to stand-out and be a unique teacher. That being said, perhaps I have not said
goodbye to the dream yet. Maybe it is just on hold until the right moment, the right university,
or the right job opportunity comes around. I am happy with the progress I made on my math
minor. It diversified my academic abilities and allowed me to connect with more students and
professors outside of the Humanities Department. It challenged me to think differently than my
history courses did, which was a nice change of pace.
I absolutely love being a history teacher, but I do not know what the future holds.
Perhaps my math teacher knew what she was talking about four years ago. It has certainly been
difficult to want to follow her advice, but also follow what I know brings me joy and fulfills my
life. I guess only time will tell if my attempt to connect two subjects that most people keep
separated was worthwhile!
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Zoom, Zoom, Zoom
There are so many words to describe what life today is like. Unprecedented, scary,
shocking, crazy, stressful, and weird. Seriously, it’s just weird. No one has ever experienced
anything like it before.
I will openly admit that the past few weeks have been really hard. I have cried multiple
times since news broke about the transition to online classes, closure of schools and
businesses, and the cancellation of so many campus events. This is not how senior year was
supposed to end.
I consider myself to be a happy and positive person, but in times like these, it is hard to
keep that going. I try to remind myself that “everything happens for a reason” or – as my mom
preaches – to just “trust the universe.” But that is difficult when no one has answers for what
today or tomorrow are supposed to look like.
One of the few things that has kept me going is knowing that I am not alone. The entire
nation is experiencing similar emotions right now. Everyone in the Class of 2020 is heartbroken
that we did not get the proper goodbye and celebration we so rightfully deserve. All of the
Dance Marathon programs that had to cancel their Main Event are feeling just as defeated as
me and my team.
That being said - I am not alone. We are not alone. And I have to hold on to that in the
back of my mind. As a historian, I hope that years from now we’ll be studying this event as a
moment that changed the course of human history. Maybe it will unite the nation and the
world in ways never before thought possible. Maybe it will expose the problems with our
government and society, and maybe we will take action to finally fix them. Maybe it will
produce a completely new set of archives. Maybe it will lead to the invention of new
technologies or advancements in medicine. I have to believe and have faith that there is a
happy ending to all of this.
Since I’m desperately searching for a positive outcome, I decided to flip my own
perspective and use this as a learning opportunity for myself. One of my five strengths (from
the Clifton StrengthsQuest assessment) is Learner. I have an innate desire to keep learning
through every situation and stage of my life. Even COVID-19 can’t take that away from me.
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During this quarantine, I used Zoom for the first time ever. I hosted virtual meetings
with my Dance Marathon team and began exploring the features of Zoom. Because Dance
Marathon has had to change Main Event into Virtual Main Event, we needed a platform that
would allow our participants to tune-in and be able to engage with activities and fellow
participants.
We are still figuring out all of the logistics of running this virtual event. It is uncharted
territory for our program and for Children’s Miracle Network (CMN) and DM as an organization!
I need participants to learn a dance, view a PowerPoint, connect to our mission, be excited and
engaged, and thank them for their commitment to our program! How do I do all of that through
a screen and a camera? Again, another question that no one has an answer for. But we are
doing the best we can. We are putting in the effort to explore the capabilities of these online
platforms. We are getting creative about how to not lose the pieces of Main Event that we hold
near and dear to our hearts. We are utilizing resources in new and exciting ways and leaning on
our teammates for love and support.
It is hard to stay positive when there is so much uncertainty in the world right now. It’s
just weird! Our current plan for the virtual event is nowhere close to being finalized, and it
could all change tomorrow or next week or the day before. And when that happens, we’ll
continue evolving with it. However, I hope to look back upon this time and be proud of the
steps I took to make the best out of a less than ideal situation. If nothing else, it has been a
chance for our nation, our campus, and me to learn, grow, and explore new things.

Leadership
Artifact: True Colors Presentation

Showing My True Colors
True Colors is a personality assessment that categorizes people into four groups based
on their decision-making style. The four categories – or colors – are Gold, Blue, Green, and
Orange. The first time I took this assessment was in the Spring of my freshman year during a
training meeting for WING. My results showed that I am primarily a Gold, with my secondary
category being Blue. Golds are the “right-hand man” in every situation. They are natural
leaders, organized, disciplined, and the typical type-A worker. This describes me perfectly! They
focus on every minute detail when planning, and they use this plan as a guiding force as they
lead. People in the Blue category lead with their heart. They are kind, compassionate, and
empathetic. They are servant leaders, dedicating themselves to the need of others. I truly
believe that my approach to leadership – and honestly my entire life – is the perfect
combination of Gold and Blue characteristics.
I have used the knowledge of my Gold and Blue styles to inform and influence the
decisions I make in Dance Marathon. As a Gold, I prioritize attention to detail. With every event,
I consider every single aspect – marketing, décor, schedule, music playlist, guest experience,
team leadership, food, drinks, and so on. As a Blue, I know the importance of connecting all
that we do the mission of our organization. It has to be focused on raising awareness and funds
for Children’s Miracle Network. We share videos and stories that highlight our Miracle Kids and
our local pediatric hospitals to inspire our participants and campus community. We would not
be successful without this mission as our leading principle.
Each year, the Dance Marathon executive team attends the Dance Marathon Leadership
Conference (DMLC). This annual conference is a weekend-long gathering of leadership teams
from DM programs across the country. There are more than 1,000 attendees each year. We
network with other programs, meet with CMN corporate sponsors and members of the CMN
national team, learn about resources for events and fundraising, and celebrate the work we do
at our local CMN hospitals. Prior to the conference, CMN requests that students involved in DM
submit a proposal to present at the conference. This opportunity to share a best practice with
the conference attendees emphasizes the strong community of the nationwide DM network.
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In July 2018, I submitted a presentation on utilizing the True Colors Personality
Assessment within Dance Marathon. I introduced the four colors and explained how they each
describe a different approach to leadership and decision making. I then used examples from our
Dance Marathon programs to demonstrate how other universities could use True Colors with
their leadership team, their participants, or their campus community. Event planning is perfect
for anyone who identifies as a Gold. Connecting with Miracle Families is the ideal job for a Blue.
A Green would be the best person to track fundraising and budgets. Lastly, an Orange is the
person who will bring excitement and spirit to the Main Event, which is the task of the Morale
Team in every Dance Marathon program. Because of the correlation between Dance Marathon
and True Colors, the personality test can be used in a variety of ways within a campus program.
It can be used to improve the skills of an internal team by making them aware of their
leadership styles and how to utilize them within their leadership roles. With participants, it can
help them further understand their “Why I DM” statement and connection to the cause. It can
also help with campus-wide marketing techniques to recruit new members. DM has so much to
offer, and each individual person gets something different out of participating or donating.
Using True Colors to highlight these different things is a great way to recruit a wide-range of
participants from across campus.
I was so excited when I received the news that my submission had been accepted! I
could not wait to highlight our small program, since we are often overshadowed by state
schools with 500+ participants that raise millions of dollars each year. I wanted to showcase our
university and the uniqueness of our program, and this presentation was a perfect opportunity
to do so! I was also eager to share the True Colors assessment with conference attendees
because of how impactful it had been in my leadership journey with Dance Marathon. With the
help of DM’s advisor Joel Hermann, we constructed a presentation that explained the four
colors and their application to Dance Marathon. We included pictures and examples from our
own program, and we also provided suggestions on how to implement it in programs of any
size and fundraising level.
As the conference date approached, I was so nervous about my presentation. I was
afraid that people would not show up. I was afraid that they would think it was boring or
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useless. I was afraid I would stumble over my words or completely forget everything I knew in
the middle of a sentence. I was so anxious before the presentation started, but there was no
backing out now. I made a commitment to CMN, DM, and myself to share all of this
information!
Despite my fears, the presentation went really well. The audience was attentive and
engaged. They asked questions, and some even shared ideas that they would be implementing
upon their return to their campus. Giving that presentation was such a rewarding experience! I
became more confident with my public speaking and experienced this overwhelming wave of
pride in myself, our DM program, and Fontbonne. My leadership training had prepared me for
that moment. I represented my university and my program by speaking about something I
loved and valued. I shared my wisdom and experience with other programs. While I cannot be
certain that other DM leaders will actually implement True Colors, I am hopeful that my
presentation made a lasting impact on them. That’s the beauty of leadership and the legacy
that comes with it.

Leadership
Artifact: SAIL – Consensus Builder

Come SAIL Away
I love the work I do as a student intern in the Center for Leadership and Community
Engagement (LACE Center), especially when it involves supporting campus organizations and
hosting campus-wide events. As a vital part of the Student Affairs Department, the LACE Center
serves as a resource for students interested in leadership development and campus
organizations. The LACE Center is home to Campus Ministry, Multicultural Affairs, and our
Orientation program. They host events with the sole purpose of making campus life fun and
enjoyable for students. They are committed to providing our student body with opportunities
to learn and grow beyond the classroom. As a student intern, I have planned and hosted a
number of events run by the LACE Center. I have served as a representative of the LACE Center
when interacting with other departments on campus and communicating our needs to
university personnel. I have been challenged to sacrifice my own wants and needs for the
betterment of campus and our entire student body. I love being an involved student leader and
believe my role in the LACE Center is vital to establishing a legacy of leadership on campus.
Each February, Fontbonne hosts a Summit on Activism, Inclusion, and Leadership – also
known as SAIL. I have worked behind-the-scenes on this event since its first year in the Spring
semester of 2017. Prior to this, it had been customary for Fontbonne students to attend an allday training session called Leadership and Service Academy with students from McKendree
University. I attended this my freshman year and had a great experience. However, a lot of the
feedback centered on a desire to interact with only Fontbonne students, thus cultivating and
strengthening relationships on our campus alone. Participation and attendance for Leadership
and Service Academy had been steadily decreasing in the last few years, so changing up this
event seemed like the right thing to do!
After multiple meetings with faculty members and the other LACE interns about how to
respond to student feedback from Leadership and Service Academy, the plan for SAIL was
solidified. This would be a leadership training day exclusive to Fontbonne students. Each year,
we would bring in a guest speaker that would focus on one (or more!) of the three pieces of our
title: activism, inclusion, and leadership. The event would be required for members of our
transition teams: RAs, WING, and Griffin 101 Leaders. It would also be required for at least one
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representative from each student organization to attend, per the request of our Student
Government Association. The main piece of the day would be the keynote speech, but we
would develop activities to further enhance the keynote speaker’s lesson and address the
needs of our student leaders, organizations, and campus community.
Tasks were divided among the student interns for all that needed to be done for the
event: recruitment, logistics, marketing, hospitality, engagement, reservations, communication,
and more. My favorite part was hospitality. I love when guests come to campus and I get to
welcome them. I get to greet them with a smile, show them around campus, brag about how
great Fontbonne is and why I love it, and thank them for coming to our campus. While I doubt
they remember my name or anything I say about Fontbonne by the end of the day, I hope they
do not forget how I treated them. I hope they remember receiving a warm welcome, a helpful
and kind attitude, and loads of appreciation for the work they do and the impact they made on
our campus. Treating other people with this kindness and consideration, especially guests to
our campus, is just another aspect of what being a leader is to me.
The keynote speaker at our first SAIL in 2017 focused on the concept of Dance Floor
Theory. Many of our organizations on campus were struggling to get students engaged and to
also maintain that engagement. Dance Floor Theory is all about how to bring people from the
outside into your circle without overwhelming them. It centers on a gradual progression of
involvement by encouraging people to take that first step forward and slowly work their way to
“the center of the dance floor”. We learned about the concept of “blender events” and the Free
Hugs Campaign. We participated in a number of ice breakers and energizers to get to know
everyone in the room. We even met in small groups with members from other organizations to
brainstorm and plan ways to collaborate on campus events.
Our first SAIL was an absolute success! Student attendees gave rave reviews. They loved
the activities, the keynote speaker, and the schedule of the day. They walked away with
tangible things that they could implement on campus. They gained insight into their own
leadership styles, which they could then use to improve their organization and the Fontbonne
community.
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It was an amazing experience to be part of this leadership training. Since freshman year,
I have been involved in many student organizations and held many leadership roles. While they
can be exhausting, I try to remember that each opportunity is another chance for me to learn
and grow as a person, a friend, a peer, and a leader. That is what I love about SAIL. It is an
entire day that is set aside for our student leaders to learn together. Everyone walks away from
SAIL having learned something that they can implement in their own life or within their
organization. It creates an environment where we all open to honest conversations and
collaboration for the betterment of our entire campus. I will never say no to a learning
opportunity and the past three years of SAIL have absolutely given me that!

“Desert Survival” Consensus/Team Building Exercise
Scenario:
It is 1:00 p.m. on a Saturday afternoon at the end of May. You and your teammates
have just finished a two-day training in Casablanca, Morocco. You are all on board a
chartered, twin-engine plane destined for Dakhla, Morocco, a small town on the coast of
the North Atlantic Ocean, approximately 1000 miles from Casablanca. After takeoff, the
Captain came on the overheard speaker and invited you to sit back and relax during the
two-hour flight. Fifty minutes into this relaxing flight, the Captain comes back on with
another announcement. He informs you that you are currently flying over the Sahara
Desert and that weather reports currently show a temperature high of 115 degrees.
Fifteen minutes after this announcement – which means you are now one hour and ten
minutes into the flight – you hear a loud blast and the plane nosedives.
Within minutes you realize that the cabin is losing pressure. When you look outside the
windows, you see the desert below growing larger as the plane rapidly descends toward
the ground. All you see outside your windows are large boulders and miles and miles of
sand. The pilot comes on once again to let you know that the plane has blown an
engine. All passengers should prepare for a turbulent crash landing.
Within minutes, the planes crashes. Smoke and flames fill the cabin. All passengers and
crewmembers scramble to exit the plane before it explodes. Seven minutes after the
crash, the plane explodes in a fiery ball that reduces it to rubble. All crewmembers and
passengers – including you – survive the crash and explosion. Now you must decide
how to work together to survive the desert climate and terrain, get help, and hopefully
make it out of the desert alive.
In the few minutes before the plane exploded, you and your teammates were luckily
able to salvage the items listed on the chart in front of you.
Keep in mind: It is May and you and your teammates are dressed in business casual for
the hot summer months of Africa. With only the clothes on your back and the items you
pulled from the wreckage, how will you survive?

Instructions:
1. Provide a ranking chart to each participant.
2. Each participant will individually rank the items in order of importance for survival
(1 = most important; 18 = least important). They will record their individual
rankings in Column 1. [5-7 minutes]
3. Assemble into groups of 3 – 5. Encourage everyone to share their individual
rankings with their group members. Then, as a group, they must come together
to agree on one collaborative list. This group ranking will be recorded in Column
2. [15-20 minutes]
4. Once all small groups are done working, come back together as a large group to
discuss. Which parts did you find easy? Which parts were more challenging? Did
your group come to a decision quickly, or did you spend more time debating?
What skills does this activity highlight? How are these skills helpful/applicable
beyond this activity?

ITEMS
1 Book of matches
3 Airplane blankets
20 ft. of nylon rope
Sewing kit
2 50kg oxygen tanks
20 soda cans
Life raft
Bottle Opener
Magnetic compass
Single-blade pocketknife
15 gallons of water
3 signal flares
First aid kit
Snakebite kit
25 mini bags of pretzels
55 mini bags of peanuts
Safety razor blade
4 airplane pillows

Column 1:
Individual Ranking

Column 2:
Group Ranking
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MO Humanities, MO(re) Experience
In the Fall of 2019, I accepted an internship with the Missouri Humanities Council. They
are a non-profit that is affiliated with the National Endowment for the Humanities, and they
provide funding and support to other local non-profits for a variety of events. They specialize in
African American, German, and Native American culture and heritage. They also fund a literacy
program that provides children’s books to low-income families and communities in the area.
They sponsor exhibits at local community spaces, and host events across the state that support
the liberal arts.
I was apprehensive to apply for this internship at first because it did not have anything
to do with education or working with students in a classroom. I had also never heard of the
Missouri Humanities Council, so I had no idea what their organization was all about. I was
intrigued by the non-profit aspect, especially because of my non-profit leadership experience
with Dance Marathon. I had been questioning if a career in the non-profit sector was something
I wanted to pursue right after college or maybe years down the road, so I was hopeful that this
internship would give me some clarity regarding those thoughts. It was a risk worth taking for
the chance to discover something new about myself or future career options. It was also a paid
internship in the field of History, which is extremely rare to come by, so I decided to apply for it!
After multiple rounds of interviews, I was offered the position as their student intern.
My responsibilities were mostly focused on the upcoming 50th Anniversary Celebration of the
Missouri Humanities Council. They will be celebrating this in 2021, which is the same year as
the Bicentennial of the state of Missouri. My main task was to complete a webpage that would
highlight the projects that have been funded by their grants over the past 50 years.
On my first day of the internship, my supervisor and I went to the basement of our
office to search for storage files of the grant projects. She was under the impression that all of
the archives and files since 1971 were stored in the basement. She was mistaken, and the
oldest boxes we could find were dated in 2006. That sure put a wrench in our plans! We talked
to other employees and discovered that the State Historical Society, which has an office at
UMSL’s Mercantile Library, maintained the archive collection. I located the information about
our collection on their website and contacted them about getting access to the files. My initial
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plan was to cover five projects from each decade, for a total of fifty grants on the entire
webpage. However, that was going to require way too much work. There were about five or six
boxes for each calendar year, so it would be impossible for me to search through those file
boxes in only three months. I decided to limit my scope. I picked one or two boxes from each
decade and set a goal of twenty grant projects.
I spent many hours at UMSL’s library searching through the archive boxes. I absolutely
loved seeing the old files, letters, brochures, photos, and material from the events that had
been sponsored by the Humanities Council. It was so difficult to choose which ones to highlight
on the webpage because they were all so interesting! I decided to pick projects that would
demonstrate the wide range and scope of the Humanities Council. They are connected to so
many non-profits and provide grants for a vast amount of projects and events covering the
most diverse and eclectic topics related to arts, culture, and the humanities.
After sifting through the archives for about a month, I had settled on sixteen grants that
I planned to include on the website. I worked with my supervisor to create the webpage and
get everything ready for publication beginning in 2021. I wrote a summary of each grant project
and found a stock photo to accompany each one. These sixteen summaries and photographs
were each uploaded to their own individual webpage. I then linked each summary webpage to
a main webpage which contains an explanation of the overall project and its connection to the
50th Anniversary celebration.
I loved the time I spent at the Missouri Humanities Council. The St. Louis office is small,
which allowed me to get to know my coworkers really well. Two of them were even Fontbonne
alums! Two had worked there for over 20 years, and the majority were young adults who were
just beginning their careers in the non-profit sector. We bonded over our favorite eras of
history to study and spoke each morning about current events and the political climate. I got a
glimpse into many different areas of the non-profit sector, which was a great experience. I
learned about grant writing, press releases, donor stewardship, board meetings, events,
exhibits, social media, annual funding, and the history of the Humanities Council.
My entire college career has been spent preparing for the day that I become a high
school teacher. It has been my goal since I was a kid. I am still committed to being a teacher
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post-graduation, but my experience at the Humanities Council opened my eyes to alternate
career opportunities for people with a History degree. Museums are a place where people
learn. Curators and archivists are teachers even though they do not make lesson plans or work
in a classroom. They are educating the general public about history. The webpage I made is the
same thing. It is going to teach people about the Humanities Council. It will tell them stories
that, without me, would probably not be told. I am so excited to see my website published in
2021 and celebrate the 50th Anniversary of the Humanities Council along with the bicentennial
of Missouri. I am honored to have contributed one small thing to this giant celebration!

Occupation
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Teaching is a Work of Heart
As an Education major, I have spent a lot of time in classrooms over the past four years.
Between my own courses at Fontbonne and my practicum experiences at local schools, I have
learned so much about the realm of education. Every single one of my EDU courses was to
prepare me for the day when I am the teacher in my own classroom, and that starts when I
begin student teaching.
This final clinical experience is required by the state of Missouri to receive full teacher
certification. For twelve weeks, teacher candidates work alongside a Cooperating Teacher, a
full-time employee at a local school in the same content area or certification area as the
teacher candidate. Student teaching is the culmination of our preparation work, and it also
gives us a taste of the actual job of teaching. Student teachers are responsible for everything in
the classroom. We fully takeover from our Cooperating Teacher. We prepare lessons, deliver
instruction, grade homework assignments, communicate with students and parents,
collaborate with other faculty members, and participate in school-wide events. Whatever our
Cooperating Teacher does, we do.
I was placed at Lindbergh High School for my student teaching experience. I taught 9th
grade Honors World History and 11th grade U.S. History. I taught four classes a day and had a
total of 87 students. Due to the COVID-19 outbreak, all student teaching was cut short after
only 10 weeks in the classroom. Despite this shortened experience, I am eternally grateful for
how much I grew as a teacher, a student, a leader, and a professional during this experience.
The first few days at Lindbergh were so overwhelming. There was so much to learn! I
had to learn the names of 87 students and 17 faculty members in the Social Studies
Department. I had to learn the layout of the school and my classroom. I lost track of how many
times I turned down the wrong hallway that first day! I had to learn the routines and
procedures that my Cooperating Teacher utilizes in her classroom. I had no idea there was so
much that went into maintaining order and control within one singular classroom! The agenda
slide is posted when they walk in the door, but it is also written on the whiteboard. The
students place their phones in numbered pockets at the front of the room. They have assigned
seats that each have a letter and a number that correlate to the test number they get on test
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days. Attendance needs to be taken in the first five minutes of class or else we get penalized by
the office. Students have to submit a hall pass in order to leave during class time to go to the
bathroom or get a drink. Keep the overhead lights off and turn floor lamps on – the students
like it better that way.
As the weeks went on, I began to feel at home in the classroom. I started preparing
lessons for the U.S. History course first. I love U.S. History, so my knowledge of the content area
is why I felt more comfortable starting with that course before World History. The first lesson I
taught all by myself took me about five hours to construct. Looking back, that was way too
much time! I am an indecisive person who is often afraid of failure, so I wanted to ensure that
my lesson was going to be a success. I debated with myself on the wording to use in my
PowerPoint, the activity to give the students, the questions I was going to ask, and the overall
pacing of the class period. The lesson went well, and my Cooperating Teacher offered great
constructive feedback during our debrief and reflection after it was completed. However,
spending five hours on each lesson was not going to be feasible. That would mean ten hours
collectively on lesson planning since I had two courses to teach each day. Unless I could
magically change the number of hours in a day, there was no way I would be able to handle it!
As I continued teaching U.S. History, things greatly improved. As my confidence grew,
my time spent lesson planning decreased significantly. I had a better sense of how to separate
the class period into time for lecture, note-taking, activities, and assessment. I built
relationships with my students, so it became easier to make decisions about what would be
best for them. I created lessons that were engaging and responsive to their needs personally
and academically. I also collaborated with the other U.S. History teachers, which was such a
rewarding experience. Two of them are young teachers with only a few years of experience, so
they gave great advice about what to do and what not to do during student teaching. They kind,
encouraging, and always willing to share ideas and best practices. This eased a lot of my worries
and fears as student teaching carried on.
The week that I first took over Honors World History on top of U.S. History hit me with
another overwhelming wave of stress and anxiety. I thought I was prepared, but that first
morning where I had to have all materials printed, PowerPoints completed, names memorized,
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and procedures in place was crazy stressful! My Cooperating Teacher was so helpful through all
of this, reassuring me that I was prepared, double-checking that I had everything I needed, and
giving me a boost of confidence right before she left the classroom. With each passing day, it
became easier and easier. I felt confident walking in each day, and I was so excited to see my
students and share the lesson I had planned for the day. Those emotions confirmed that I chose
the right career path.
I am so sad that student teaching got cut short. As I write this reflection, I should be
grading papers from today and prepping lessons for tomorrow. Instead, I sit here in my
apartment scrolling through social media and occasionally checking in our classroom website to
see what the students are doing for online instruction. I understand why these measures were
taken, but it has really crushed my spirits. I said goodbye to my students two weeks ago
thinking I would see them all after our one-week Spring Break. I had no idea that it would be my
final goodbye. I had plans to celebrate with them on my final day of student teaching, give
them treats, and thank them for making such an impact on me as a person and a teacher.
Saying hello to them as they walked in the classroom each day was always my favorite part, and
I don’t know if I will ever get to experience that again. The relationships I built with the students
and faculty members are definitely what I will cherish most from the past three months.
I have grown so much as a teacher since January. I harnessed my teaching style and my
approach to classroom management. I reflected upon my actions, and I know what I will do
differently in my future classes. There is still so much to learn, and I am so excited to begin my
full-time career as a teacher. I know it is going to be overwhelming and stressful, but I also
know that it is going to be the most fulfilling and rewarding career for me.

Elizabeth Rechtien
Week 6 Journal
What are some of the highlights of your student teaching experience this week?
On Friday, we had a district-wide professional development day. Rick Wormeli was the
guest speaker for the entire day, and he gave a presentation on assessment and grading practices.
The majority of his presentation was about standards-based grading and how its implementation
is more ethical and beneficial to students. He also talked about grading scales, the concepts of
redos and retakes, late assignments, and rubric design. While I certainly did not agree with
everything he said in his presentation, there were some valuable takeaways. I belive Lindbergh
elementary schools are switching to standards-based grading, but I am skeptical of implementing
that assessment strategy at the high school level. I see the benefits, but I also think there are a lot
of pitfalls with it. That’s not to say that the system we have now is perfect for every student or
every assessment situation, but I think upending our entire system and flipping to standardsbased is a bigger undertaking than most people often consider. Lindbergh High School is trying
to transition to Canvas for all classroom websites, in the process of making their technology 1 to
1, and in the early stages of a complete campus renovation and reconstruction process.
Combining all of those changes with a potential adoption of standards-based grading is a lot of
transition to ask parents, students, teachers, and administrators to undergo all at once. A lot of the
faculty members in the Social Studies Department – and in other departments in the high school
– are very apprehensive, and I can see why. However, I think some of what Rick Wormeli had to
say about re-dos and retakes, ethical grading, and frequent assessment would be beneficial to
implement within our current system.
What are some of the challenges you have encountered in your student teaching experience
this week?
The juniors spent all week long working on their DBQ Essay for the quarter. This essay
was on the effectiveness of the New Deal. We spent an entire unit on the Roaring 20s, the Great
Depression, and the early days of the New Deal to prepare them for this DBQ. However, a lot of
them seemed to struggle with the content and the overall assignment of the DBQ. The essential
question was framed in a way that would allow them to argue both positives and negatives of the
New Deal, rather than one absolute end of the spectrum. This posed quite the challenge for some
students, and it was difficult for me as the instructor to prepare them for this kind of
argumentative structure. I ended up having to work one-on-one with a lot of them to help guide
them to an argument, a thesis, and set up the paragraphs for their essay. This was a new
experience for me, and I was overwhelmed by the number of students who needed personal
guidance. Luckily Mrs. Kleinberg and I were able to divide and conquer during Academic
Networking time, but I still feel like a lot of the students fell through the cracks or went without
help when they really would have benefitted from it.
If you have experienced challenges, how will you address those challenges and who or what
resources will you seek out for support?
I tried my best to reach the students I knew were struggling. We have a few students with
IEPs who definitely need help with their writing, and two foreign exchange students who
struggle to write essays in all of their classes. They are ESOL and lack the same amount of
context and background knowledge as the rest of their classmates who are from the United
States. Mrs. Kleinberg and I requested these students for Academic Networking, which is a time
period built into Lindbergh’s new schedule where teachers request students to come work with
them one-on-one or make-up a test or complete a group project. The students were receptive to
our help, but it definitely took a lot of effort to scaffold the DBQ essay for them. I did not want to
explicitly tell them what to write, but sometimes they needed to be given a strict framework in
order to organize the documents and formulate their paragraphs. I was attentive to how much

order to organize the documents and formulate their paragraphs. I was attentive to how much
assistance Mrs. Kleinberg was giving the students and tried to copy her style and frame my
questions to the students in the same way she did. I have yet to grade their essays, but I am
hopeful that the guidance I provided was beneficial to the students who needed it.

How do you know that you've made an impact on your students and their learning this
week?
At the end of the week, the US History students took their Unit Assessment on the
Roaring 20s, Great Depression, and New Deal. This was the first unit that I taught them, so I was
very eager to see the results of their assessment. I graded them on Thursday before leaving, and
most of them performed well. A number of students improved from their previous assessment
scores, which is great to see. Some of the students did not perform well, but after the discussion
at our PD Day, I am going to offer them the chance to retake their test after they have done some
tasks to help them relearn or reinforce the material. The first 10 questions on the assessment were
the same questions from the pre-assessment we gave them, so I am especially eager to compare
those data points. I feel like it will be a clear sign of their understanding of the content, the
effectiveness of my teaching strategies, and their ability to achieve the learning objectives for the
unit.
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Fontbonne Day is the Best Day
Each year on Fontbonne Day, students from Omicron Delta Kappa assist at a community
garden. This community garden is part of the Gateway Greening network, and it is maintained
by congregation members of the First Baptist Church in Webster Groves. I have been attending
this service site with Omicron Delta Kappa since sophomore year. It is always a wonderful
experience. It is a day to bond with friends while also getting to know the local community
members.
Each member of the garden gets his or her own garden box to plant seeds of their
choosing. Some grow flowers, while others grow vegetables and spices. Many of them paint
and decorate their garden boxes with bright colors, embellishments, or ornate fencing.
Throughout the spring and summer, members of the church and local school children come to
the garden to learn about the environment and the importance of plant growth.
I’ll be the first to admit that yard work is not a strength of mine, and it is definitely not
at the top of my “favorite activities” list. I used to despise my mom when she would make me
pull weeds or rake leaves in the yard. I love flowers but have no patience for growing them
myself. Yard work is absolutely my most dreaded household chore. For these reasons, I was not
ecstatic about a service day in a garden doing yard work. However, I knew that I needed to push
myself out of my comfort zone to fulfill the mission of Fontbonne Day.
When we arrived on site, the community members were so excited to see us. ODK has
been attending this site since their first year as an organization back in 2014, so they have a
very strong relationship with the members of the church and garden. They welcomed us with a
smile and some even gave us hugs! Miss Florida is the director of the garden, and she
immediately began listing off all of the tasks that they were eager for us to complete. Organize
the storage shed, pull weeds, repaint the tires, till the flower beds, fix the fencing, lay down
fresh mulch, paint the picnic benches, and – if you finish those – there is always more to be
done! It was overwhelming at first, but we had a large group of students and staff so, one by
one, we took ownership of a task and we went to work!
Despite my complete aversion to the task, I volunteered to pull weeds. Perhaps I
thought that service day meant I had to do things I didn’t enjoy, or perhaps I wanted to prove
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to myself that I could overcome my hatred for the task. I’m not really sure why I said yes, but I
am glad I did.
A few of my friends took on the task with me, along with the help of Miss Florida. She
was a pro at weed pulling! She taught us all the tips and tricks for getting the weeds fully out of
the ground. She taught us which plants we should be pulling, and which ones are healthy and
helpful to leave in the ground. She talked to us about her time leading the garden, and how
much she loved our group from Fontbonne. She told us stories from her childhood, and she
asked questions about our future career paths. She was so warm and welcoming. She had such
a kind spirit, and it was clear that she was a special part of this community.
To think – if I hadn’t volunteered out of personal spite to pull weeds, I would have never
met her! When I think back to that day at Gateway Greening, I am reminded of how beautiful
and special this world really is. I spend 99% of the semester moving from one class, job, event,
training session, meeting, or hangout to the next. I get so wrapped up in the stress of
assignments and responsibilities that I completely fail to take in the things around me. I am
terrible at living in the moment. I appreciate my experiences during times of reflection, but I
really struggle with appreciating them in the “now”. This is something that I am trying to work
on, especially since that day at Gateway Greening.
By being present in the moment during Fontbonne Day, I fostered relationships with my
classmates and with the kindest woman who had been a complete stranger to me before that
day. We talked about life and the beauty of the world around us. I realized how many different
layers there are to service. It was not just working in that garden. It is giving of my time, my
energy, and my abilities to foster positivity and growth. It is about building relationships and
making an impact physically, mentally, and emotionally. It is a give-and-take situation that is
mutually beneficial for all parties involved. It is a beautiful gift, and a unique experience that
could only be had at Fontbonne. It is a day and an experience for which I am grateful, and not
only because it washed away all of my pent-up childhood anger towards pulling weeds.
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For The Kids
When I accepted the position on Fontbonne’s Dance Marathon Executive Team, I knew
nothing about the mission of the organization. I was a dancer, and that’s why I said yes. Over
the past four years, I’ve become acquainted with the team at Children’s Miracle Network of St.
Louis, our local pediatric hospitals, and our Miracle Families. They are our inspiration to keep
working hard, keep raising money, and keep dancing. It is about giving back to kids and families
in need, and we highlight this during every event we host.
When Miracle Families come to our Main Event, they share their story with our
participants. They talk about the medical battles they have faced and how the hospitals, CMN,
and DM support them throughout their journey. One father watched nurses pump his son
Noah’s heart with their hands to bring him back to life. One mother was told her daughter
would never be able to walk, and now she is enrolled in dance classes and sport camps. A
brother and a sister both suffer from cystic fibrosis, and their parents spend close to $200,000
on medicine each year. These families have persevered through the unimaginable. As a
participant at Main Event, hearing these stories is motivation to fundraise more and more
dollars. Not only to support the medical advancements and research at the hospital, but to
support the overall environment that maintains the health and happiness of these kids.
Seriously, other than maybe some physical indications, most of these kids look like
normal kids. If you passed them on the street, you would have no idea that their families have
been through an abundance of emergency room visits, surgeries, nights in the ICU,
chemotherapy treatments, and more. They are just kids. Energetic, carefree, kind, funny, and
joyful. They love to play games, run around the gym, color pictures, tell jokes, and dance. Which
is all the more reason for us to stay committed to the cause of CMN and DM. To ensure these
kids still get to be kids.
In addition to the work we do at our Main Event, FBUDM gathers a group of students
twice a semester to visit St. Louis Children’s Hospital. While at the hospital, we host a craft
night in the cafeteria for patients and their families. They have the opportunity to get out of
their hospital bed for a few hours and come do a craft, color a picture, or play bingo with us. In
the past, we have made Valentine’s Day boxes, paper bag turkeys, Halloween masks, and fleece
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blankets at our Hospital Nights. We give away prizes during bingo, such as coloring books,
notebooks, fidget toys, and puzzles. The kids love that they get to take something back to their
room to play with! Our main goal for each Hospital Night is to make the kids and their parents
smile. Our hope is that they can forget about the stress of their medical needs for a while and
just enjoy having fun and spending time together.
This is why these are events are so important to what we do at FBUDM. We are all busy
college students who have hours of studying to do each night and loads of responsibility.
Sometimes, the commitment to this event does not sound appealing. It would be so easy for us
to say no and stay home, but what good what that do? This is how we need to spend our time.
We get to bring joy to kids and relieve stress for parents. We get to be a listening ear, a helping
hand, and a reminder that they are not alone as they go through this tough time. These families
thank us after the Craft Night is over, but honestly, we should be thanking them. They are why
we do what we do at FBUDM. We learn from their strength, faith, and determination. If they
can get through this with a smile on their face, then we can tackle that long to-do list of
assignments we have waiting for us back on campus. The value of these service events extends
beyond the two hours we are at the hospital. It seeps into every event we host and every
connection we make with a participant of DM, an employee of CMN, or a Miracle Family. The
memories we keep from these craft nights motivate and inspire our actions on campus.
Hospital Nights are a simple event to organize with a priceless outcome. We cannot wave a
magic wand and make them better – although I desperately wish we could – but we can be
kind, caring, and supportive. Which can sometimes be just what the doctor ordered.

